NORDIC BY NATURE

NORDIC BY NATURE
At its location in Schleswig-Holstein, far in the north of Germany,
the MELDORFER® factory has been producing high-quality flat
facing bricks using traditional artisan methods for around 40 years
now. Inspired by nature, the unique appearance of our products
lends a special, one-of-a-kind quality to any building. And with their
exceptionally hard-wearing properties, they have what it takes to defy
almost anything the weather throws at them. That’s all part of what
the ORIGINAL MELDORFER® brand stands for. Founded on a vision
of quality that’s built to stand the test of time, our products are a
modern, affordable solution for truly creative façade designs.

ORIGINAL MELDORFER®
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THE FACTORY
The production work that takes place at the MELDORFER®
factory in Schleswig-Holstein is the perfect blend of
technology and tradition. Cutting-edge machinery is an essential
ingredient, but the process also relies heavily on craftsmanship,
experience and finesse due to the traditional artisan methods that
have always been a hallmark of the surfaces we produce. High
standards and strict production specifications ensure that the quality
of our products remains consistently outstanding.

MADE IN GERMANY

0 6 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFER ® |
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TAILOR MADE
Traditional or modernn
The techniques used to produce our flat
facing bricks are key to ensuring that
each one achieves certain standards of
quality. For around 40 years now, they have
been produced using artisan methods at
our factory in Schleswig-Holstein. Strict
development and production standards allow
the very light material used in the products to
deliver consistently excellent quality.

ORIGINAL MELDORFER®
Hand-crafted quality
Every single flat facing brick is one of a kind, and over the

that goes into them – plus our years of experience and proven

past 40 years or so, one place has given birth to them all: our

material compositions. While the raw materials are machine-

factory in Nindorf, situated near the seaside resort of St. Peter-

processed, traditional artisan methods are always used to

Ording. Always individual while staying true to their design,

give the surfaces their own unique final finish. More than 90

all of our surfaces deliver the kind of quality that comes from

percent of the material in the flat facing bricks is made up of

true craftsmanship. That’s the Original Meldorfer® brand

natural sand, ground stone and high-quality mineral fillers.

promise. Both the design and function of our flat facing bricks

The result is a material that’s outstandingly hard-wearing,

set exceptional standards. Measuring just 4 to 6 millimetres

resistant to impact, and easy to clean. For architects, planners

thick, they are much lighter and more cost-effective to handle

and property developers alike, it opens a window onto a whole

than solid bricks and brick slips. And they are just as hard-

new world of façade and interior design.

wearing, thanks to the in-depth research and development
0 8 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFER ® |
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TECHNOLOGY IN PERFECT HARMONY
Solutions by design
Original Meldorfer® products can be used on almost any

additional anchoring, and the insulation only requires 40 percent

substrate. They have a low weight and are very thin when

adhesive coverage. There is no need for field demarcation joints,

applied in comparison to solid bricks and brick slips, meaning

and the adhesion and joint formation processes are carried out

less time spent on handling and lower costs. They are suitable

in a single step using just one material. The surfaces retain their

for use on façade insulation systems, ventilated curtain wall

colour outstandingly well and are exceptionally durable – as well

façades, monolithic structures, combination façades and

as frost-resistant, UV-stable, quick-drying and able to withstand

interior areas. What’s more, Original Meldorfer® products can

mechanical strain. Whether they’re used outdoors or indoors,

be used on any insulation system, regardless of the insulation

the truly versatile products from the Original Meldorfer® brand

material thickness, and are perfect for applying to panels made

offer outstanding technical attributes at the right price, and can

from mineral wool, EPS or polyurethane. Unlike conventional

help make any design dream come true.

INSULATION
Mineral wool, EPS or polyurethane
insulation panels

REINFORCEMENT

systems that use hard surfaces, there is not always the need for

FAÇADE SURFACE
Original Meldorfer®

Original Meldorfer®
products can be used on a
range of different insulants.
They are even suitable for
monolithic structures.

•

Natural material made up of sand, ground stone, fillers and binding agents

•

Saves time and costs during processing, compared to conventional hard surface systems

•

Exceptionally durable – comparable to brick slips

•

Slim material structure (around 8 millimetres, including adhesive)

•

Low weight (around 5 kilograms per square metre)

•

Versatile: use with thermal insulation systems, ventilated curtain wall façade systems, monolithic structures and interiors

•

Resistant to mechanical strain and frost; quick-drying surfaces

•

Versatile design options ranging from classic brick appearances to customised artistic design concepts

•

Can be used on mineral wool and EPS insulation panels

•

Non-combustible or low flammability, depending on the selected system type

1 0 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

				

Thermal insulation system, ventilated curtain wall façade system or monolithic system with
adhesive-mounted flat facing bricks

SURFACES

Smooth or grained, all sanded

FORMATS

				

Versatile design options based on laying pattern (random bonding, cross bonding, header bonding);
multi-formats, long formats, other custom formats available

JOINT SEALING COMPOUNDS

Material can be custom-coloured

INSULATION

Dependent on insulant (mineral wool or EPS, for example) and, in Germany, the general
construction type approval

SYSTEM

				
FIRE BEHAVIOUR

				

Dependent on the selected system type (non-combustible systems may be an option if mineral wool is
being used, for example)
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URBAN CLASSIC
Northern landscapes are raw, unadulterated places, full of
personality and sharp edges. And brick is the undisputed leader
among the materials characterising the north, found throughout
the architecture of towns and cities in many countries on the
North and Baltic Seas. The robust beauty that brick delivers is
in demand now more than ever. The URBAN CLASSIC range from
MELDORFER® puts a modern spin on this traditional material.
TRADITIONAL BRICK APPEARANCE

1 2 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |
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CLASSIC COLOURS AND DESIGNS

BARMBEK, HAMBURG
Hiddingaweg quarter

For every detail of a façade
Original Meldorfer® products open up a vast range of options

to prefabricate full structural elements. Virtually any colour

for architects, planners, property developers and building

shade can be faithfully reproduced. As a result, Original

contractors, allowing them to enhance a variety of surfaces

Meldorfer® products with a traditional brick appearance

in unique, cost-effective ways. Ever since their production

never fail to create something natural-looking. They can even

began, they have delivered versatile yet affordable solutions

be applied without the need for disruptions in the bonding or

for

wall

field demarcation joints, while their colours can be used to

façades and monolithic structures alike, and suit façade

build a palette with impact. Through workmanship that makes

designs involving natural brick looks particularly well. The

them virtually indistinguishable from conventional fired brick,

Urban Classic range gives architects and planners a choice

and corner flat facing bricks that blend seamlessly with the

of numerous classic colours, formats and textures – with

overall façade to create the perfect imitation of solid stone,

custom-made products also available. Flat facing bricks are

these are products for exposed brick looks that pay close

compatible with almost every brick format and can be used

attention to every detail.

façade

insulation

systems,

ventilated

curtain

EXQUISITELY EARTHY
Traditional brick appearance

Refurbishing in style

Residential building in Amsterdam
Architects designing surfaces for façade
insulation systems need a diverse and
creative range of options that they can draw
from. Façades featuring Original Meldorfer®
products paint intriguing new points of detail
on today’s architectural landscape

1 4 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

Refurbishing existing buildings using methods
that are both environmentally friendly and costeffective is set to be one of the biggest challenges
facing architecture in the future. The brick
multi-storey buildings that are characteristic of
the 1950s developments in Hamburg’s Barmbek
district provide several excellent examples of
how exactly refurbishment should be done. In
remodelling the Hiddingaweg quarter, housing
association SAGA GWG impressively demonstrated
a practical, appropriate way of renovating
buildings that are now in need of these measures
– while maintaining an appealing look and
excellent living standards. The appearance of
the quarter’s façades is unmistakable, elegantly
combining fine-textured plaster with specially
created Original Meldorfer products that feature a
custom-designed patina.
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TRYP HOTEL

CUSTOMISED DESIGN

Wolfsburg

130 x 300 Millimeter

ALL CHANGE
With ORIGINAL MELDORFER®
The primary aim of renovating and modernising the TRYP

flat facing bricks in anthracite grey and mottled brown, exuding

Hotel in Wolfsburg was to develop a new design concept for

a distinctive yet refined look. To lend the building a sense

the façade. This had to communicate from the outside the high

of animation, the flat facing bricks were laid using a random

standards of quality that the hotel had set for itself. To cover

bonding pattern with irregular spacing and joints kept as thin

the façade area, measuring 1800 square metres, the owner and

as possible.

operator chose a sophisticated solution with custom-produced
1 6 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

The façade of the TRYP Hotel in Wolfsburg was created using a customised Meldorfer® solution, with products measuring
130 x 300 millimetres in anthracite grey and mottled brown shades.
| ORIG IN AL ME LDORFE R ® | 17

SURFACES | ORIGINAL MELDORFER® URBAN CLASSIC

COLOURS AND MATERIALS INSPIRED BY NATURE:

WHAT MAKES ORIGINAL MELDORFER®
SO UNIQUE IS ITS LONG-LASTING,
MINERAL-BASED PRODUCTS.

Altweiss

Juist

Sylt

Antik

Friesland

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: sand white

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

Mecklenburg

Hamburg

Dithmarschen

Rotbunt

Chiffre-Nr. 3309/1

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 71 mm
Joint colour: anthracite

Oldenburg

Westerwald

Stockholm

Oslo

Kopenhagen

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

240 x 71 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

400 x 40 mm
Joint colour: sand white

400 x 40 mm
Joint colour: cement grey

400 x 40 mm
Joint colour: anthracite

Timeless elegance
Looking for a brick-style façade design that’ll stay the course, just
like the classic looks found throughout northern Germany? Even
the standard Original Meldorfer® range offers a whole variety of
solutions at the right price.

1 8 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

Amman

Sandstein

Chiffre-Nr. 3644/4

300 X 135 mm
Joint colour: sand white

Format: gemischt
Joint colour: sand white

240 x 52 mm
Joint colour: cement grey, fully jointed
| ORIG IN AL ME LDORFE R ® | 19

NEW DESIGN
Distinctive landscapes, constantly changing with the tides and
seasons. Their unusual shapes, colours and textures are a
never-ending surprise and open up entirely new horizons.
And new shapes, colours and textures are exactly what
MELDORFER® NEW DESIGN is all about.
DIFFERENT VIEWS, FRESH PERSPECTIVES

20 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFE R ® |
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A TRUE ORIGINAL
Original Meldorfer® products offer a whole range of cost-

this range offers an entirely new set of larger formats and

effective

technical

elongated shapes – plus a variety of joint pattern options –

attributes – and looks that go beyond just traditional brick.

for solutions to suit the exact needs of architects, planners

The materials used in these solutions are highly adaptable

and property developers. Meldorfer® New Design means

and weigh just 5 kilograms or so per square metre, giving

fresh perspectives and new possibilities. This extensive

them a real edge over other solutions. And thanks to the

range also features distinctive surfaces with wood, natural

deft craftsmanship of our experienced specialists, they

stone, metallic and concrete looks. Traditional artisan

can be moulded, altered and textured in any way required.

methods help to shape the surfaces and give the flat facing

In addition to traditional brick appearances and surfaces,

bricks their own unique final finish.

façade

solutions

with

outstanding

Fugenfarbton: zementgrau | Format: 740 x 52 mm | Chiffre-Nr.: 3644/1

Variety by design

ORIGINAL
MELDORFER ®
A modern twist
Custom solutions

Adaptable materials
Bunter Garten housing development
in Mönchengladbach, Germany
The mixed-effect façades adorning these
homes, situated near the Bunter Garten park
in central Mönchengladbach, strike a distinctive architectural note. Juxtaposed with light
plaster surfaces, the flat facing bricks lend the
buildings an idiosyncratic quality.

22 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF E R ® |

Original Meldorfer® products deliver versatile, attractive solutions with unique accents on
their base textures – the result of stripping,
filling, combing, smoothing or designs
based on colour schemes.

Fugenfarbton: zementgrau | Format: 740 x 52 mm | Chiffre-Nr.: 3644/1

Fugenfarbton: anthrazit | Format: 400 x 40 mm
Chiffre-Nr.: 3058/5

Larger formats, elongated shapes and a variety of joint pattern options make it possible to create
solutions that suit the exact needs of architects, planners and property developers.
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FAITHFUL TO
THEIR ORIGINS
Natural stone, concrete and wood looks

PATCHWORK

Joint colour: cement grey | Format: 300 x 135 mm
Code: 4073/1

Joint colour: cement grey | Format: 300 x 135 mm | Code: 4014/2

A variety of colours and formats

Distinctive

® ®
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Solid yet lightweight
Surfaces designed with flat facing bricks look
solid, but weigh very little.

Joint colour: cement grey | Format: 300 x 135 mm | Code: 3380/4

Format: 240 x 71 mm | Code: 2887/3 jointless

The extensive New Design range also features surfaces
with wood, natural stone and concrete looks.
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MACUSKAJE
MARCUSKAJE
ARCUSKAJE
DEVELOPMENT

400 x 60 millimeter
Bremen

“Bremen’s Überseestadt
area is now home to a crop
of attractive, affordable
residential units that
use energy amazingly
efficiently and look great
while doing it.”

Architect Hans Jürgen Hilmes,
Hilmes Lamprecht Architekten BDA, Bremen, Germany

OLD HARBOUR QUARTER
A room with a view

Bremen’s Überseestadt area represents one of the city’s most

openings, lend the buildings a distinctive appearance. Each of

significant endeavours in urban planning. Now, the Marcuskaje

the units has been equipped for disability needs and in line with

project has written a new chapter in the history of this area.

the German KfW 70 energy standard. The process of designing

Created on the basis of plans drawn up by architectural firm

the façades and their range of joint patterns incorporated

Hilmes Lamprecht Architekten BDA, the development provides

Original Meldorfer® flat facing bricks – measuring just 4 to 6

250 residential units, 150 of which are publicly subsidised. It

millimetres thick, they presented a cost-effective alternative

is made up of four building structures containing either six or

to the solid ceramic brick used on conventional façade

seven floors, with everything in an open design centred around

structures, and made it possible to save both time and costs

a courtyard of green space. The white and grey-beige brick-look

in the course of bonding them to the façade insulation system.

façades, with their cantilevered balconies and elegantly detailed

26 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFE R ® |

Custom-produced flat facing bricks,
accommodating a range of different
joint patterns and formats in line with
the planners’ specifications, were used
in the façade design for the Marcuskaje
development. This layer measures just 4
to 6 millimetres thick, but is nevertheless
hard-wearing – and its low weight made it
easy to bond to the substrate.
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FREE STYLE
Endless expanses, total freedom. MELDORFER® FREE STYLE is
all about venturing to the outer limits, seeking out new challenges
and discovering previously unfathomable opportunities.
Explore new creative horizons in façade and interior design
and find outstanding solutions to suit your material, colour,
shape and texture needs.

NO LIMITS

28 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |
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Hand-crafted to perfection
The raw mineral mixture that we use
can be moulded into virtually any
shape. And the range of designs we can
create using our flat facing bricks is
just as diverse. With its ability to bring
such a variation of creative artistic
concepts to life, the Free Style range
truly lives up to its name.

KEY DESIGN
For a metallic, mechanical look

FREE STYLE
400 x 40 millimeter
400 x 80 millimeter
400 x 60 millimeter

All kinds of different formats and format combinations
are available, and are created using a pattern that is
produced according to the planner’s specifications.
From custom-designed reliefs to organic, amorphous
shapes, and polygons and ellipses to complex artistic
designs, this range accommodates the full spectrum
of solutions for façades and rooms. Inspired by the
constant desire to create something new, Meldorfer®
Free Style is a range without limits.

TOTALLY UNIQUE
Explore new design horizons
We believe that creating the freedom to explore design options

conventional, so that we can accommodate even the more

means continually rewriting the rules that govern what we do.

unusual solutions. Like virtually no other material, Original

We work with architects, planners and property developers

Meldorfer® products open up the possibility of creating

to define those rules. Working on the basis of our roots in

unique, exciting design concepts in both interior and exterior

traditional craftsmanship and our decades of experience,

applications – and with consistently outstanding quality. They

we consider it our duty to keep expanding the wide range

can make almost any design dream come true.

of flat facing bricks that we offer – and to look beyond the

30 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFE R ® |

Able to accommodate new formats, colours, textures and joint patterns, Meldorfer® Free Style products tap into previously unexplored possibilities for giving surfaces that added
element of flair. Examples of design solutions, left to right: Seamless Patterns 03 (organic, homogeneous, natural, discreetly structured, monochrome); Square Wave (distinctive,
skilful, prominent, amorphous, structured); Key (graphic, mechanical, metallic, cool pastels, structured).
| ORIG IN AL ME LDORFE R ® | 31

TETRIS DESIGN

Joint colour: cement grey | Code: 4166/1

Creative colours, formats and joint patterns

New design horizons

Joint colour: anthracite | Code: 4111/1

Endless possibilities

32 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

Original Meldorfer® products open up a
whole range of attractive solutions covering
everything from organic and amorphous
elements to polygons and ellipses, all the way
through to complex artistic designs.

Joint colour: anthracite | Code: 4110/1

Fugenfarbton: anthrazit | Format: 400 x 40 mm
Chiffre-Nr.:
Joint
colour: 3058/5
cement grey | Code: 3992/3

Meldorfer® Free Style is all about extraordinary solutions for colour, shape and texture.
Its versatile, malleable material can make almost any design dream come true.
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MODERN TRIBUTE
TO THE AGE OF
INDUSTRY

FRANKENBERGER HÖFE
Aachen

Relief structures using ORIGINAL MELDORFER®

Developed on the basis of plans drawn up by the architectural firm
kadawittfeldarchitektur, Aachen’s Frankenberger Höfe is an urban
residential complex that creates a modern segue from its neighbouring
Frankenberg quarter, dating from Germany’s economic boom period
known as the “Gründerzeit”. The planners were especially conscious
of establishing the right look on the building façades. Adopting a
modern twist on the surrounding historical buildings, sections of the
development were designed with mezzanine levels, different kinds of
plinths, vertical windows, bay windows, cornicing, French balconies
and a variety of roof ridge heights. The planners diversified the
surfaces by incorporating intricately hand-crafted areas with broom
finishes and fine plaster, as well as milled boss patterns and panel
elements. Original Meldorfer® products were also applied in a kind
of 3D relief structure, creating an unusual effect that marked out
the different plinth types on the ground-floor façades. The result is
a unique façade style whose distinctive character and detail make it
truly stand out from other new-build projects.

Flat-facing brick relief
Original Meldorfer® products were used
as plaster-moulded parts for the textured
surfaces on the façades, creating a vivid
relief structure in certain sections. The
planners also accentuated the façades
using milled boss structures, window
frame and cornicing profiles, plus fine
plaster surfaces and renders with
combed and broom finishes.

3 4 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFER ® |
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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
Most of the buildings in which we will find ourselves living and working over the
coming decades were built some time ago. They are valuable structures and in
some cases are even protected due to their historical worth. Preserving them
and keeping their energy standards aligned with a modern age will be one of
the biggest architectural challenges of the future. ORIGINAL MELDORFER®
products offer a vast number of solutions for ensuring that historical façades
stay looking great, as they were originally intended.

PRESERVING HISTORICAL VALUE

36 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |
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PRESERVATION

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

With ORIGINAL MELDORFER®

WMF factory outlet

Old industrial building
The WMF (Württembergische Metallwarenfabrik)
premises in the southern German town of
Geislingen an der Steige is the perfect blend of
old and new. Surrounded by brick production
buildings dating from the later part of the
19th century, this former fish market is now
home to the WMF factory outlet. To reinforce
the link between the factory outlet and the
area’s roots in production, the hall façade
was given a fitting brick look using Original
Meldorfer® products.

With our products, creating attractive brick looks doesn’t have to
be a herculean task – even when it’s a case of bringing time-worn
structures up to date. That’s because our flat facing bricks weigh
in at no more than approximately 5 kilograms per square metre,
resulting in extremely low static loads. Thanks to the thin layer
that they create, Original Meldorfer® products can be bonded
either directly to the wall materials or directly to the reinforced
panelling in the façade insulation system, forming a top layer.
And they don’t need any other fastenings to stay in place. The
materials they contain are hard-wearing, resistant to impact,
and easy to clean – and what’s more, they can last for extensive
periods without maintenance, cutting down on costs. Even in
historical renovation projects, these are savings that add up.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Preserving historical value
Original Meldorfer® products open up a whole host of

– whether they involve homes, residential areas, industrial

possibilities for property developers, architects, urban

buildings or historical monuments. They create sophisticated

planners and preservationists. They make it possible to

solutions designed with every single structural detail in

preserve the image of whole landscapes without the need to

mind, and can be used to create faithfully reproduced

compromise on the original structural features, and they can

exposed brick surfaces without the need for disruptions

help reshape individual façades in an authentic, effective

in the bonding or field demarcation joints. Special corner

style. Even features created using historical brick that is no

flat facing bricks give the appearance of solid stone at

longer in production can be reconstructed faithfully using

corners and edges – and even curves can be produced with

our flat facing bricks. Original Meldorfer® products are also

consistently excellent results.

an exceptionally versatile choice for preservation projects

38 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

For every structural detail
Special corner flat facing bricks give the
appearance of solid stone at corners and
edges – and even curves can be produced
with consistently excellent results.
| ORIG IN AL ME LDORFE R ® | 39

INTERIOR DESIGN
ORIGINAL MELDORFER® is the perfect choice for spaces that
communicate safety and security, exude warmth and take on a style
that’s all their own. Interior designers, exhibition stand designers
and shopfitters can all draw inspiration from this extensive variety
of exciting products. Their range of colours, shapes and textures
delivers everything from cool Nordic atmospheres to warmer
Mediterranean-style concepts. Our flat facing bricks provide just
as diverse a range of options for interiors as they do in other
applications, making them a viable alternative to conventional
textile wall coverings and plasters.

SIMPLY DIFFERENT

4 0 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORFER ® |
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Beautiful details
This counter at a DAW SE trade fair booth was created using flat facing bricks.
The robust surfaces are ideal for applications that are exposed to sources of
significant mechanical strain.

TRUE VERSATILITY
For façades and rooms

Wall concepts in restaurants
Flat facing bricks provide a highly cost-effective
way to create the solid, rustic look of stone: they
are simply bonded to the wall materials with adhesive. The products can even be used with ease
on lightweight walls – making Original Meldorfer®
an ideal choice for bringing all kinds of distinctive
interior design visions to life.

FOR ROOMS WITH CHARACTER
Traditional or a twist

42 | ORIG INA L M ELD ORF ER ® |

Original Meldorfer® products are easy and exceptionally

kilograms or so per square metre, the low weight of Original

cost-effective to use on virtually any substrate – making them

Meldorfer® products is another advantage – allowing them

an ideal choice even for challenging interior design projects.

to be used with ease even on lightweight walls. With a range

Our flat facing bricks are right at home in foyers, reception

of atmospheric colour shades, formats and joint patterns

halls, showrooms and private homes alike, creating spaces

available, the possibilities opened up to interior design

with real flair. With their unique look and the exceptionally

concepts are virtually endless. Hard-wearing and easy to

diverse range of choices they provide, they are a stylish,

clean, the materials require little maintenance and hold up

intriguing alternative to conventional textile wall coverings

well even as part of interior design concepts. Surfaces in

and plasters. Flat facing bricks provide a particularly

areas of high footfall remain unfazed by the strain they are

affordable way of creating the rustic exposed brick looks that

exposed to – so you can rely on them to retain their flawless

are a current favourite in interior design trends. At just 5

appearance for years to come.
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